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乙部 – 創業計劃書
Part B – Business Proposal
第一部份：計劃摘要 (344字)
Section I: Executive Summary (344 Words)
PlasticWare—A conservative concept that facilitates the space of Warehouse to help improve the marine
conservation of Southern part of HK, and provide an ecosystem for elder people participate into the community
activity. Our project involve teenagers in different part of production such as designers, workers, tutors
etc, encouraging them to participate more in the society and promote environmental friendly. Also,
training program provided can improve their working skills and increase job experiences
With the advantage of the premises of Warehouse and brand name, we hope to evolve the concept into a valid
business model, providing an immersive marketing experience with combining the tryout workshop in the
Warehouse premises with a production line of utilising retrievieved plastics from Aberdeen area into handmade
upcycled plastic products to a continuous business stream to further promote the environmental idea to all HK
citizens and the recognition of Warehouse.
We offer a product line from bags, phone cases and wallets, designed by universities students, hoping to promote
a nostalgic theme with a modern twist, targeted towards the market of middle-class families and teenagers.
PlasticWare differentiates with competitors on the market with its flexibility in development, integration with
STEAM skills and yet its distinct method of operation of incorporating elderlies’ traditional skill-sets into
hand-making the products.
Comparing with other similar plastic retrieval scheme, our project’s goal not just as simple as to raise awareness
on the plastic pollution problem, but also bringing enhancement in quality of life of our producers. On the
perspective for elderly employees, we hope to utilise their skills and revive the traditional manufacturing culture
of Hong Kong. Upbringing their sense of purpose and self-esteem as they contribute, improving the quality of life
of not only our consumers, but the workers’ will also be benefitted.
We focused our advertisement scheme on tangible and intangible platforms. We use Google Ad to effectively
deliver our message and brand to the correct audiences online and construct co-branding schemes with local
upcycling brands, hoping to take advantage of the resource availability and the span of fame resulted from the
synergetic effects.

Fig.1 Logo for PlasticWare

第二部份：企業社會責任
Section II: Corporate Social Responsibilities
(i) 社會問題及其嚴重性 (170字)
Social problem and its seriousness (170 Words)
Plastic pollution around southern area of Hong Kong
Studies from the EPD shows that the water pollution in Aberdeen have ranked second serious upon five major
water activities locations in Hong Kong, and plastic pollutants especially takes up 30-50% of the capacity from
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2013 to 2014. It not only damages the sealifes, also when fisherman harvest the fish right from the region for
human consumption, those fish have digested those pollutants. When public consume it, they might suffer from
food poisoning. Concerning both damages did on animals and human, the current plastic pollution around
southern area of Hong Kong demands immediate actions.
Adding to that, treatment of plastic collected from ocean and beach is a serious derived problem. Report of EDP
pointed out that 38% of plastic in HK is collected but most treatment center takes the recyclables to landfill to
save time and cost. Another reason is that there is no profit for these centers to earn in HK. However, landfills are
going to be full in near future.

Fig.2,3 Statistics on the pollution level with the current situation in Aberdeen area 12
(ii) 如何運用蒲窩紓緩或解決上述社會問題 (179字)
How to adaptively reuse Warehouse to alleviate or solve the above problem? (179 Words)
In the project, we plan to use the Warehouse as our major production facility where processing, weaving of the
products will be operated. We hope to utilize the location of the Warehouse which is around the polluted area
and yet close to residential areas, collecting plastic from recyclers and residents and manufacture our products.
Making use of large amount of retrieved plastics which are supposed transporting to landfills can boost people
and organizations to actively collect rubbish from ocean, as the bottles can be treated sustainably. Thus,
Warehouse has collaborated with many environmental organizations such as Southern.Mover. and actively
participated in activities of protecting the environment. In that way, we plan to reuse Warehouse as a brand to
raise people’s awareness of marine pollution, holding workshops to encourage Hongkongers to participate in
protecting the ocean.
Adding to that, we also recruit elderlies with certain skill-sets and backgrounds from The Employment Programme
for the Elderly and Middle-aged recently implemented by the government, utilising the Warehouse as our
production base and put their skills into use in our daily operation.
(iii) 為何蒲窩適合推行上述計劃 (185字)
Why is Warehouse suitable for the above proposal? (185 Words)
1. Locational Advantage
The Warehouse is located near the recycling centre in Ap Lei Chau. This locational advantage reduces the
transportation cost heavily.
2. Strategic Advantages
1

https://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/clean_shorelines/sites/default/files/2018-02-21/tc/lcsd_total_dist.jpg
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https://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/clean_shorelines/sites/default/files/common2015/tc/CompositionChart2014_Aberdeen.jpg
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The Warehouse has established many long term relationships with organisation, Schools and government
departments through holding activities. Initial partners of The Warehouse can apply their expertise in
promotion, giving professional advice, etc. With the alliance created with The Warehouse can help
further develop PlasticWare’s brand in not only tangible branches, but also the goodwill and word of
mouth can be promoted. And those activities and events guest are potentially our customer to buy our
products.
3. Proficiency in human capital
With previous events like Upcycling Cathouses, Makers Space projects etc, teenager helpers at The
Warehouse owns high proficiency in STEAM skills applications, they are encouraged in collaborating with
community stakeholders and professionals, making the best use of resources to solve personal or
community life problems. With their profound skillset, we can ensure the human capital that The
Warehouse owns can facilitate the production process in the business. They are also potentially a
resource that can further improve the production line and idea.
(iv) 此計劃如何保育及活化蒲窩 (187字)
How does the proposal conserve and revitalize Warehouse? (187 Words)
1. Hardware preservation
As under the project, we hope the model can bring the least damage or change into the premise of the
heritage. We ensured that every equipments from processing plastic and hand-weaving are all small in
size and demand least renovation on the structure of the original building, perfecting our layout with least
damages. With the guide from Precious Plastic, the manufacturing process can be eco-friendly yet
damage-free.

Fig.2 Proposed floor plan for the production facilities
2. Wider expansion on reputation and awareness
Labels on our products with the introduction and photos of Warehouse help attract customers to come to
visit it. Accompanying with workshops, allowing the consumers to tryout with the production, They can
learn that the Warehouse isn’t just a historical heritage, but also carries high artistic value and
preservative value.
3. Reposition of image
We are trying to reposition the Warehouse as an unique cultural landmark from originally a community
cultural promoter as our proposal focuses on mixing nostalgia and novelty. Merging one of the old
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crafting skills from Hong Kong in the past using new high-technological equipment. A mixture of these
elements strikes new waves on the idea of art and preservation.

第三部份：項目資料
Section III: Details of Business
(i) 產品或服務簡介 (194字)
Introduction of product or service (194 Words)
PlasticWare promotes the hybrid of upcycling and creativity. Utilising Warehouse as our production base,
providing an array of upcycled plastic products handmade locally, varies from tote bags, wallets and phone cases
with plastic collected from nearby plastic collection spots in Ap Lei Chau and voluntary ocean plastic collection
teams. Processed by various applications designed by the Precious Plastic Project, retrieved plastic will be heated
and compressed by heating compressors into plastic materials which then printed by 3D printers, these materials
will then be hand-processed by our elderly workers with the method of weaving and melding and turned into the
final products. We are also inviting collaborations with students from Faculty of Design of PolyU, redesigning
products with avant-garde point of view from the youth.
Also, we offer reservation-only workshops based in our production facilities, targeted for students, elders and
families, consumers can tryout on with the production from plastic processing to hand weaving the bags with the
help of voluntary helpers. Moreover, accompanying the workshop are heritage tours at The Warehouse, hoping to
provide a fully immersive experience to our consumers, promoting the historic feature around our brand and the
importance of ocean preservation.
(ii) 產品或服務優點 (195字)
Advantages of product or service (195 Words)
1. Uniqueness of products
In order to achieve a non-toxic and organic production, we don’t intend to mix in dyes to colorize the
plastic but to preserve its own charm based on its natural color formation. Not only the product itself is
less pollutive in its nature, but also each of the products is dressed in its natural form, with different color
formation, each of the products are unique on its own.
2. Upbringing of quality of life of elderlies
From processing modern style products traditionally, tutoring visitors to make bags and aiding heritage
tours. From these tasks, elderlies can contribute society again in our project, finding their value and
connect with people from all walks of life, bringing back the sense of belonging to the society, fulfilling the
psychological needs of elderlies to be cared and connected, quality of life hence enhanced.
3. Preservation of local traditional skills
Our products embraces the traditional bamboo weaving techniques that was used in many traditional
products decades ago, by adapting the traditional skills with using modern materials, we hope to reflect
the craftsmanship input in the products, preserving traditional skills with a new twist, widening our
market into broader audiences.
(ii) 業務目標 (195字)
Business goals (195 Words)
There are 3 phases we hope to achieve
Phase 1 (Within 3 years)
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(1) Break-even on production cost
(2) A stable booking on workshops (2-3 workshops per week is held)
(3) A well-established network with nearby neighbours (Raising residents’ willingness on plastic recycling and
volunteering workers)
(4) Brand awareness (Launch of the brand and promote this to public, let them realize the brand via social
media, press release, newspaper and with the aid of Warehouse)
Phase 2 (Within 5 years)
(1) Enhancement in profitability (Analyze the business model and sales channels of phase 1 and further
strengthen the revenue stream )
(2) Expansion in production scale by extending our production stage (Resource retrieval and 3D printing) with
collaborating with Jockey Club Upcycling Centre
Phase 3 (Within 10 years)
(1) Becoming a OEM product
Collaborating with those big names like Starbucks..etc. help those retail enterprise to build a conservative
image and also facilitate an ecosystem of recycle (plastic cup from Starbucks), production and end
products. Negotiate a long term contract with them and ensure the long term business model.
(2) A wider range of products line can be established (Eg: Furnitures, Accessories, etc.)
(3) Apply for government funding (environmental protection) in the future.

第四部份：營銷及市場策略
Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy
(i) 市場定位 (136字)
Market positioning (136 Words)
We position ourselves among the cultural and creative industry as a brand of eco-friendly lifestyle products with a
medium-to-low pricing upon the market, combining with design and the application of technology, the essence of
STEAM knowledge can be implemented. Through our operation, products differentiation and image
differentiation can be carried out. On the former, we offers lines of bags and phone cases which caters both side
of tech lovers or fashion-holics. With such conglomeration, a wider platform of audience can be reached. On the
latter, PlasticWare is not just a simple lifestyle brand, it is all for raising awareness on plastic pollution, reviving
the heritage of the Warehouse with a new light and aiming to provide a more fruitful and fun working experience
for the post-retired elderlies, attracting consumers from various backgrounds through our differentiated
objectives.
(ii) 主要顧客對象 (197字)
Target customers (197 Words)
1. Middle-class families
According to the Census in 2018, middle class families earns between $15000-$49999, occupying 47.9% of
the total number of households in Hong Kong，far exceeded the grassroot families’ 28% and
highly-profiled families’ 24.1%, the massive market potential is shown. With a higher demand in quality of
life and purchasing power of the middle-class, they starting to pay more attention on the brand itself and
willing to pay more for buying eco-friendly products according to the survey did by ASEAN 50, focusing
more on the sustainability of the brand itself. By then, as the middle-class cares for the quality of life and
sustainability, they tends to be more willing to purchase local products which parallels to the objective of
PlasticWare.
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2. Youngsters between age of 15 to 25
The younger generation pursues individuality, tastes in their purchases, willing to accept new designs and
new technologies, and values culture and creativity. Their creativity, instinct on trendy products have
made young consumers become the consumer group with the strongest consumption power and one of
the largest market potentials. For our market positioning, the products are more culturally friendly,
catering the need for designs and creativity of theirs.
(iii) 競爭對手狀況 (126 字)
Competitors (126 Words)
1. Recycled plastic remanufacturers
Dafu (Far East) Co., Ltd. (達富（遠東）有限公司) , Yongtai Plastic Raw Materials Factory (永泰塑膠原
料廠) , St. James' Settlement Jockey Club Upcycling Centre- These companies or organizations also
recycle plastics and invite local designs. The designer designs the exhibits, transforms them into new
products, diversifies the products, sells handbags, umbrellas, straps, card pockets, etc. and holds
exhibition to promote the brand.
2. Environmental reengineering agency/shop
poRiff- It is a Japanese-based brand simply use Abandoned Japanese PE plastic bags into new products,
selling handbags, umbrellas, straps, card pockets, etc. They also hold exhibitions to promote the brand,
with workshop and educational board to teach public about the process of upcycling plastic and harms of
plastic problems. Workshop allows participants to make products such as phone case by themselves.
(iv) 市場優勢 (197字)
Marketing advantages (197 Words)
1. Distinct business objective and method of operation.
PlasticWare takes advantage of the premise of Warehouse and reuse it as our production base as to bring
up the social awareness on the issue of heritage protection especially bring back Warehouse under the
spotlight. With such distinctive method input into an extent of products production, it is one-of-a-kind in
the current creative industry market and ensuring customers know that what they purchased have all
gone to a good cost.
2. Integration with STEAM
Within our operation, STEAM skills are being implemented. We use advanced 3D printing technology
combined with traditional art and skills which juxtaposed with EDB’s current promotion on STEAM, we
emphasizes hands-on workshops and students can learn the production process and knowledge,
encouraging kids to develop a design thinking mindset, from which such integration of business in market
is rare and unique.
3. Flexible product development
Based on the lower requirement of skills due to mechanisation has achieved , higher degree of product
conglomeration can be carried out. Allowing us to respond to the change in market demand quicker that
others on the market, with such versatility in the production of products, our risk of market failure can be
minimised.
(v) 營銷渠道 (155字)
Sales channels (155 Words)
We have divided our channels into two areas.
(1) Physical retail
- A souvenir shop will be established in the premise of The Warehouse, guests can go visit after joining the
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workshop
-Pop-ups at local arts and crafts markets such as D2 place and JCCAC Handmade Markets will be considered.
-Joining the Hong Kong Design Gallery by HKTDC and utilising their network in Wanchai and Central, we hope
our products can reach higher-profiled families and overseas buyers.
- Renting consignment shops in West Kowloon Centre and Kwai Chung Plaza.By such measure, we can branch
out to the youngsters who is more willing to consume cultural and creative products.
 (2) Online retail
- Setting up website to sell products, catering youngsters and working families who has less time in leisure
activities but more appeal to online shopping
- Join online selling platforms such as HKTDC Hong Kong Design Gallery, Pinkoi, etc. to expand the retail
coverage to mainland China, Taiwan.
(vi) 宣傳方法 (例：Facebook/上架費) (190字)
Promotion method (e.g. Facebook/listing fee) (190 Words)
We would like to apply two methods on promoting online and offline
1. Online platform
● Google Ad
Google Ads helps deliver our ads to people when what they’re searching matches with certain group of
relevant search topics and keywords listed by us and the fee will only be recorded when people clicks on
it.
●

Hong Kong People and Brands
A platform for cooperation between local entrepreneurs, using the lowest cost to maximize the
effectiveness of publicity, not only to promote exchanges between entrepreneurs in Hong Kong, but also
to help them develop their brands.

2. Co-Branding
We would like to construct co-branding campaigns with various brands with similar objectives as us.
●

rwb330
A partnership project between NLPRA and – anothermountainman (Stanley Wong), themed on “Positive
Hong Kong”, integrating the artistic atmosphere of modern art and the 60’s – 70’s of Hong Kong into the
products the brand sells.

●

Jockey Club Upcycling Centre
Aiming at promoting environmental protection and eco-lifestyle by creating upcycling products with used
or leftover materials. Local designers are invited to make use of those “waste” for new product design
and getting people with disabilities to involve in producing products.

(vii) 銷售預測 (首三年) (183字)
Sales projection (First 3 years) (183 Words)
First year:As our brand is not well-known, we will spread our name through Warehouse.The sales are estimated to
simply cover our cost.

Phone case

Online Shop

Pop-UP

Holiday market

Sales

3,000

7,200

1,800

$70*12,000=$840,000
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Bags(small)

540

1,620

240

$200*2,400=$480,000

Bags(big)

240

720

120

$300*1,200=$360,000

School

Others

$360,000

$45,000

Workshops

$405,000

Total Sales

$1,985,000

After one-year operation, more kind of products are added and customers are widen. Sales will increase.

Online

Pop-ups

Holiday market

Sales

Phone cases

4,200

12,000

1,800

$70*18,000=$1,260,000

Bags(small)

720

1,800

400

$200*2,920=$584,000

Bags(big)

300

900

160

$300*1,360=$408,000

Wallets

1,000

1,800

200

$100*3,000=$300,000

School

Others

$540,000

$160,000

Workshops

$700,000

Total Sales

$3,252,000

Third year sales will be as follow:
Online

Pop-ups

Holiday Market

Sales

Phone cases

5,000

13,000

1,500

$70*19,500=$1,365,000

Bags(small)

900

2,000

400

$200*3,300=$660,000

Bags(big)

400

1,200

200

$300*1,800=$540,000

Wallets

1,200

2,200

300

$100*3,700=$370,000

Umbrella

400

1,500

100

$150*2,000=$300,000

School

Others

$600,000

$200,000

Workshops

$800,000

Total sales

$4,035,000
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第五部份：財務 (請列明各項明細)
Section V: Finance (With cost breakdown)
(i) 公司成立成本
Startup cost
(i) Start up cost
Details

Amount

Total cost ($)

Business registration fee3

including$750 levy

3 years

5,950

Fee payable on application4

Local companies

Website charges 5

Design fee(Website Builder)

1,720
3 years($60/month)

Revisitation fee

2,160
8

Office equipment

Computers

Machine6

3D printer

25,980

Shredder machine

2,670

Compression machine

890

injection machine

1,335

Business Insurance

10,000

Machine

10,000

Employers

75,000

Insurance 4

3

Patent7

3

https://www.investhk.gov.hk/en/how-change-text-size.html

4

https://www.cr.gov.hk/tc/public/fees.htm

24,000

5,000

5

.https://au.godaddy.com/websites/wordpress?isc=gofhhk17&currencyType=HKD&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-8PjBRCWARIsADc18TII1UOZ
Ba6k35qWITpA4CyOtKRNtkBb06zZXDcX500KWQcg5egEuF4aAmYmEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
6

https://preciousplastic.com/en/videos/build/shredder.html

7

https://accoladegroup.com.hk/en/patent-registration/patent-registration-fees/
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(ii) 預計每月支出
Expected monthly expenditure
ii）E xpected monthly expenditure

Salaries($50/hour)

Details

Total cost ($)

Teenagers(7hours)

50*7*20*25=168,000

Elderly (4hours)

50*4*10*5=10,000

Electricity

1,000

Machine maintenance cost

2,000

Promotion cost8

Google Adv.

2,000

Rent

Holiday market($900/2)9

900*4=3,600

pop up shop10

15,000

Phone case(1.5kg/30)

210

bag(small)(500g)

268.8

bag(big)(700g)

56

Carriage inwards11

($85*20)

1,700

Carriage outwards

($110*20+185*8+180*8)

5,120

Purchases(2.8/kg)

(iii) 預計收入
Expected income
(iii) Expected monthly Revenue

Sales

Details

Total Sales ($)

Phone case($70)

70*1,000=70,000

8

https://www.firstpage.hk/zh/google-ads/google-search-ads/

9

http://www.d2place.com/popup-store

10

https://www.popupangels.hk/zh-hant/property/small-street-level-popup-shop-at-happy-valley/

11

http://www.23900000.com/point_fare.php
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Workshops

Bags small($200)

200*200=40,000

Bags big($300)

300*100=30,000

($150/adults)($75/child)

(150*6+75*3)*4=4,500

Schools($3,000 upper limit numbers of students:30)

3,000*3*4=36,000

(iv) 集資來源
Funding Sources
1.CreateSmart Initiative Design Support 12 $50,000
2.Youth development fund 13 $200,000
(v) 三年財務預測
Financial projection in 3 years

Sales

Details

First year($)

Second year($)

Third year($)

Bags

740,000

992,000

1,200,000

Phone cases

840,000

1,260,000

1,365,000

Workshops

405,000

700,000

800,000

300,000

370,000

Wallets($100)

-

Umbrella($150)

-

-

1,985,000

3,252,000

4,035,000

Purchases

6418

8160

12,116

Carriage Inwards

20,400

20,400

20,400

1,958,182

3,223,440

4,043,284

186,000

200,000

220,000

Total sales

300,000

Less:Cost of goods
sold

Gross Profit
Less:Expense

Rent and rates

12

13

https://www.design.csi.gov.hk/l-tc/Prj_SearchResult.asp
https://www.ydc.gov.hk/tc/programmes/startup/fund.html
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Utilities

12,000

12,000

12,000

Carriage outwards

61,440

72,000

84,000

Wage and salaries

1,751,000

2,460,000

3,160,000

500

500

500

Insurance

95,000

125,000

155,000

Maintenance fee

5,000

5,000

5,000

Promotion
expenses

20,000

20,000

20,000

Registration fee

7,670

-

-

Website charge

728

720

720

8,750

12,250

15,750

Computers

24,000

8,000

3D printer

25,980

-

-

Machine

4,895

-

-

Total expense

2,200,293

2,915,470

3,688,970

Net Profit

(242,111)

307,970

362,030

Depreciation

MPF

Machine

($7,000*5%)

-

第六部份：風險管理 (請列舉營運期間可能面對的風險及相關應變計劃)
Section VI: Risks management (Predicted risks and respective contingency plans)
1. Risk in safety of employee
Elderlies are our treasurable human resources, but their physical ability is lower than that of young
people. They are more prone to accidents when operating tools and machines. For example, when using
shredder, inappropriate handling method may lead to detrimental body damage of the operator.
Contingency Plan
●
●
●
●

Set safety rules in the workplace to inform and inform employees of their precautions and vigilance
Before the elders become volunteers, they must sign a health certificate to ensure that they are free from
major illness or physical discomfort.
Conduct fire drills to let employees know the escape route clearly, set fire buckets, etc. to reduce the loss
of fire.
Purchase third party insurance to reduce losses and protect employees during accidents

2. Risk in material collection
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Plastic collection from surrounding area may experience indifferent reactions from people. Hence, the
lack in raw material will lead to failure in production.
Contingency plan
●

Promote publicity through different channels, publicize the importance of recycling environmental
protection awareness of waste plastics, and bring benefits to the public and society, and enhance
recycling intentions.
● Cooperate with different recycling agencies to increase waste rubber recycling channels, reduce the
probability of shortage in material.
3. Risk in quality failure
Recycled waste may be contaminated, mixed with sewage, stains, and even harmful chemicals, resulting
in unsightly products and harmful health.
Contingency plan
●
●

List the types of plastic recovered in the recycling area, and clearly identify the available plastic for
production.
Communicate with recycling agencies and requires extra cleansing on the recovered plastics

4. Risk in market failure
Plastics recycled with plastic may not be popular with the public, support and visibility are hence not high,
it is difficult to promote and extend the market.
Contingency plan
●
●

Cooperation with different online platforms, such as open online shop promote and sell our products on
Instagram to increase the visibility and popularity
Cooperate with local designer/university design students to participate in product design, attracting the
public with product uniqueness and creation

5. Risk in piracy of brand
As we are one of the first pioneers of the concept of blending heritage and upcycling in the market of
Hong Kong, piracies may arise and the benefit of the brand will hence be affected.
Contingency plan
●

Application of Hong Kong Standard Patent Registration (1st Stage) (2nd stage) which can protect the
brand name of PlasticWare for the extent of total of 40 years
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